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In the States, 29in wheeled MTBs are carving 
out a growing niche for themselves, and the UK 
market is getting in on the act now too. But 
what can supersizing your wheel size do for you?

T
he mountain bike evolved with 26in 
wheels because most of the bikes it 
evolved from, 1930s and ’40s balloon 
tyred beach cruisers, had 26in wheels. 

If road bikes had evolved into the fi rst MTBs 
we’d all now be using bigger wheels instead. 
Another shift in historical coincidence might 
have had us on 24in wheels… 
    So are we on 26in wheels these days by 
intelligent design or by chance? And could it 
be that bigger wheels than the 26in industry 
standard would make more sense for some, 
bigger riders? Over the next few pages, we 
attempt to answer these questions and test ▼

Steve: “My wheels are 

bigger than your wheels. 

Mine are 29in. So there.”

Cass: “Are you sure it’s not 

just you that’s smaller?”
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three new examples of the 29er MTB.  
Remember the Morrissey lyric ‘Some girls are 

bigger than others, some girls’ mothers are bigger 
than other girls’ mothers’? Well, whatever you 
think about the arguments we’ll be wheeling out 
in this feature, they’re as symbolically simplistic as 
the Morrissey sentiment. Wheel size relates to 
rider size, to what can be incorporated into frame 
geometry and feel and performance. There’s no 
one simple equation. The pros and cons of wheel 
sizes and the balance of the arguments can tip 
either way depending on your ride priorities. 

WHEEL MEAT AGAIN
Wheel sizing can be confusing, especially as 
most road bike wheels and tyres are usually 
referred to in millimetres and not inches.  
Pre-metric, before the MTB arrived, most adult 
bikes in the UK had 27in wheels. As metric 
dimensions took hold, this changed to 700mm. 
Then the MTBs and their cruiser-derived 26in 
wheels arrived. These are all nominal rather than 
accurate sizes. They’re effectively the diameter  

of the wheel plus an average tyre. Get a tape 
measure and check this out... you’ll find that 
sizes vary a lot depending on the height of the 
type of knobbly tyres you’re running.

The 26in MTB/700mm road status quo 
remained for quite a while, with few bike builders 
looking at alternatives. But then a handful of US 
custom builders and Gary Fisher started making 
‘Big Wheelers’. At first, everyone was confused. 
They were referred to as 29ers. The rims were 
actually the same as (but a little wider and 
tougher than) 700mm road rims, and so 29in was 
the diameter of the wheel plus an average tyre.

It has always been fairly obvious that, in 
theory, bigger riders on bigger frames would be 
better served by bigger wheels... and vice versa 
with smaller riders. Add to that the fact that 
bigger wheels roll better over bumps (try riding a 
20in wheeled BMX across rough terrain and 
you’ll find the opposite) and it seemed that Fisher 
et al were on to a good thing, and possibly not 
only for tall riders. If only it were that simple…

GOTTA ROLL WITH IT
Bigger wheels, like bigger everything else, require 
more build material. So they might be a bit 
heavier... and some of that extra weight in wheels 
is at the spinning edge where you’ll feel it. Bigger 
wheels, and heavier spinning edges, require a 

little more effort in initial acceleration. However, 
extra acceleration efforts, on trails with lots  
of slowing corners in particular, need to be 
considered against 29in wheels giving you a 
‘softer roll’ over uneven terrain. In other words, 
the energy wasted in acceleration has to be 
considered against the energy saved by the easy 
rolling ride. This becomes especially crucial on 
long rides, and in particular on long rides with 
less acceleration-hungry corners.

So wheel weight is an issue, and 29er forks 
and frames generally use a little more material 
too, and a limited choice in forks, rims and tyres 
means that there may not be as many lightweight 

options. But could it be that the weight cons are 
balanced, or are out-scored, by the pros?

As well as comfort over bumps, another 
noticable benefit of 29ers is slightly better 
traction, most noticable on big sweeping corners 
and on loose climbs because more surface  
area of the big circumference tyres is in contact 
with the ground. Better traction, combined with 
the more comfy ride, results in you being able  
to relax more on the bike because you can 
concentrate more on pedalling and carrying your 
speed instead of constantly weight-shifting to 
stop the bike from skipping around. Let’s call this 
increased stability. Of course, bumps aren’t the 

“It has always been obvious 
that, in theory, bigger riders on 
bigger frames would be served 
better by bigger wheels”
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26in vs 29in

29er PARTS 
AVAILABILITY

More and more rim, tyre and fork 
makers are producing products for 

big wheelers. Remember, the rims are 
simply 700c (road bike size) with a bit 
more width and depth than those made 
specifi cally for road bikes. It hasn’t been 
hard for rim manufacturers to tool up or 
adapt current road touring rims. Tyre 
choice is hardly a 
problem either. 
There’s less choice 
than with 26ers, 
but that may be a 
blessing! With the 
likes of Bontrager 
and WTB (pictured) 
making excellent 
29er treads and 
most of the other 
big names now 
jumping on the 
bandwagon, tyres 
are no longer an 
issue. And bear in 
mind that there are 
some top fast rolling 
road tyres for 29er 
rims too. Ironically, 
big volume 29er 
inner tubes are the 
hardest thing to fi nd 
in your local bike 
shop. You’ll probably 
have to get them 
mail order, or do 
what we do and 
convert to tubeless 
with Stan’s 29er 
No-Tubes kits.

Until recently, 
fork choices have 
been a stumbling block. Many 29er 
frame builders (like Surly) make a good 
value rigid fork to match its frame, and 
the Pace 29er carbon fork is attracting 
lots of attention in the US. Look out for a 
new Pace 29er suspension fork later in 
the year too. Our fave suspension fork of 
the current crop is the RockShox Reba 
29er, but the 
Marzocchi MX Comp 
is pretty good too 
and White Bros have 
classy new 29er 
forks, two XC 
options, and a fork 
for 29in freeride 
duties (pictured). 
In fact, the list is 
growing fast. 
Maverick and USE 
(the anti dive SUB) 
are both making 
29er forks now and 
anyone who doesn’t 
jump on the 
bandwagon soon 
will be left behind.

Bigger componentry 
for bigger wheels

manoeuvrable smaller wheeled bike doesn’t 
carry its speed as well as a bigger wheeled 
bike. On tight singletrack, a designed 29er MTB 
will fl ow better than a 26er over the bumps 
and dips and through the corners, so the issue 
of accelerating back up to speed is not really 
an issue unless you’re a racer desperately 
searching for every extra second of slipsteam.

THE ENGINEERING BIT
A bike frame has to be designed around its 
wheel size, and bigger wheel sizes start to 
introduce a few complications. It’s easy to say 
that 26in MTB wheels were a coincidence as 
much as a design, but there are good reasons 
why they stayed that way. Fitting bigger 
wheels and tyres into a fork and rear triangle 
means using a longer fork and longer 
chainstays (more metal/weight). If a fork or a 
frame is too short, tyre clearance suffers and 
you may even fi nd that your foot touches 
the front wheel on turns. 29ers often end up 
with a long wheelbase (the distance between 
the two tyres touching the ground). Long 
wheelbases increase stability, but sometimes 
at the cost of lively handling. Theoretically, 
29ers make the best sense on bikes for taller 
riders, we’d say around 5ft 10in or taller. 

Clever frame designers tweak frame 
geometry and fork offset to stop wheel size 
from messing up overall handling, but most 
fork makers are making 29er forks by 
lengthening 26er forks. Not ideal. On-One has 
designed a 29er fork with more offset, twinned 
with a two degree steeper head angle. The 
frame’s bottom bracket height needs to be 
tweaked too, because just plugging in bigger 
wheels would raise the bottom bracket to the 
point where the centre of gravity became too 
high. Big wheelers often have short head tubes 
and lower stems too, to make up for longer 
forks. Wheel size also affects the gearing of the 
bike, because a bigger wheel travels further for 
each pedal revolution. Using a 32 ring and 16 
sprocket on a 26er is about the same as using 
a 32 ring and 18 sprocket on a 29er. As you can 
see, it’s not just a case of fi tting big wheels.

BIG WHEELS: BIG COMFORT
Finally, there’s a strong argument that says a 
29er’s inherently more comfy ride means you 
need less suspension. A bigger tyre and a 
longer fork adds ‘suspension’ or natural fl ex 
comfort. We know plenty of purists who ride 
29ers with rigid forks. That alone can make up 
for the extra little bits of weight being added 
elsewhere. As with any bike, the 29er versus 
26er, or even 24er, arguments will roll on. It’s a 
horses for courses thing. Pros outweigh cons 
in some situations, not in others. But one thing 
is certain, tall riders, who have a higher gravity 
centre than small riders and need bigger 
frames, can benefi t greatly from 29ers.

only obstacles that’ll disturb a bike’s ground 
fl ow. Dips and holes mid-trail are just as 
critical. Putting it simply, 29ers have a much 
smoother rhythm than 26ers over rough 
ground, and that can help to make up for 
lack of rider skill too.

Is there a downside to all the increased 
stability then? Well, yes. On tight technical 
terrain, a lot of riders might prefer the 
quicker handling of standard 26ers. Smaller 
wheels, smaller frame geometry and less 
weight will tend to create a livelier, nimbler, 
more manoeuvrable ride. But – and it’s a 
big ‘but’ – a livelier, nimbler and more ▼

Once up to speed, 
29in wheels roll over 

rough terrain and corner 
better than 26in wheels
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HEAD TO HEAD

ON-ONE 26er vs 29er
I’ve been riding these bikes over a month 

or so on three of my regular test routes, 
making head to head comparisons and 

comparing them with same-terrain riding 
experiences on the many 26in wheeled bikes 
the WMB team has been testing recently.

To keep the variables to a minimum, the test 
focuses mainly on a matching pair of single 
speed On-One Inbreds, one with 29in wheels, one 
with 26in. They both cost £499. To the untrained 
eye they look the same but there are very 
noticable differences in the way they ride.

We also got hold of a bike that illustrates a 
trend among a handful of US builders: the Carver 
96er ($1500/£865) which has a 29in wheel at the 
front and a 26in at the back (tested on page 83). 
Then, as if to prove that 29ers are not just about 
niche brands and cult elitism, we tested a £550 
Ridgeback Dual Track Quest, a 27 speed 
all-rounder with a Manitou Empire Elite 
suspension fork (see page 84). There are loads 
of brands doing 29ers now, Gary Fisher among 
the big names, but it’s good to see a UK-directed 
brand like Ridgeback introducing the idea to 
‘ordinary’ riders. The wheel size may have been 
around for ages, but the increasing choice in fat 
29er tyres and forks is taking the bikes into more 
than just ‘hybrid’ territory. 

My local test routes are mainly twisty, rooty, 
rocky singletrack. A few climbs kept things 

challenging for the one speeds but, it was a seven 
hour epic in the Yorkshire Dales that produced a 
handful of results I didn’t really expect.

GET ON-ONE!
The On-One £499 Inbred singlespeed 26ers and 
29ers come with identical parts, but you can pick 
different stuff from the On-One parts box if you 
want. The most obvious visual difference between 
the 26ers and 29ers is the height at the front end: 
the upper head cup is 36in off the 
ground, compared to 33in on the 
26er. But the more subtle 
differences became increasingly 
apparent as the test progressed.  

We’ve always liked the ride of 
On-One’s Inbred 26ers. We tested 
a one speed version back in 
WMB36 (Nov 2004) and said: 
“On-One is based around the 
idea of providing maximum MTB 
fun for those who haven’t got a 
fortune to spend, and the Inbred 
offers a totally involving and 
supple ride that strips mountain 
biking back to the bone for pure raw enjoyment”. 
It scored nine out of ten for both value and 
performance, stirring up lots of murmurings 
from big manufacturers selling multi-geared bikes 
with suspension forks at the same price. 

So, on with the test. Before I set off for the 
fi rst few loops around Bristol’s Ashton Court 
singletrack, I hung both bikes on the wall scales. 
Extra weight is one of the fi rst prejudices people 
seem to hold against 29ers. The 29er, minus 
pedals, weighed 10.9kg (24.22lb). The 26er was 
10.65kg (23.66lb). The frame and fork carry a 
small amount of extra metal, but most of this is 
in the wheels. On-One’s own ReetArd 29er rims 
fi tted with WTB’s ExiWolf and NanoRaptor 2.1in 

tyres carried an extra 110g per 
wheel over their identically 
equipped 26er wheel and tyre. 
Does this amount of weight 
matter? Probably not in the 
overall scheme of things. As we 

BIKE TEST

Steve has been railing 
On-One’s 29in Inbred 
and its 26in sibling 
round his test loops 
for direct comparisons 

On-One’s 29in Inbred 
came as a singlespeed 

with adjustable dropouts 
but you can upgrade to 

fit gears no problem



26in vs 29in

WHAT ABOUT 
SUSPENSION?

There’s no doubt that taller riders are 
well served by big wheeled bikes  

and shorter riders aren’t so well served 
because of limitations in frame geometry 
possibilities and bar/stem setup around 
the wheels and the higher front end, most 
notably toe overlap on the front wheel if 
the top tube is short. So what happens 
when you introduce suspension?

Add front or rear suspension to the 
equation and the advantages of 29ers  
over 26ers diminish. Big wheels have less 
room than small wheels to move under a 
suspension frame or a fork so the frame/
fork parts are built longer to accommodate 
the wheels. This introduces more weight 
and more flex. Not a lot, but still significant 
in a market where riders are looking for 
every way possible to make bikes lighter 
and/or more efficient. It also introduces, 
on smaller 29ers at least, a higher bar/
stem position that won’t suit everyone.

The big question is whether the 
disadvantages of a full suss 29er outweigh 
the advantages. The jury is still out. On 
paper the arguments in favour look 
convincing, but it’s even more a case that 
tall riders get more advantages than short 
riders Ventana’s El Capitán is the perfect 
example of the both the pros and cons, 
the perceived rolling and gravity centre 
advantages of 29ers are there but  
the frame weight increases by 1.25lb 
between the 19in to the 21in size due  
to reinforcements on the larger frames. 
Also bear in mind that adding suspension 
means you tend to notice the 
disadvantages of 26ers less. 

There’s talk of manufacturers building 
29er downhill bikes, and it makes sense in 
terms of rolling advantages. But products 
to date tell us that 29ers are at their best 
served in short travel packages. 

For more info and discussion on 29ers, 
go to twentynineinches.com or Google 
‘29ers’ and you’ll find all sort of evangelical 
stuff mixed up with the purely practical.

How front and rear suspension 
effects big wheeled bikes

Gary Fisher’s 29er 
Rig singlespeed 

£800. Check  
the Dual Montare 

at £850 too
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26er

29er

mentioned earlier, more weight at 
the rims may mean slightly slower 
acceleration, but that has to be set 
against a little extra momentum 
once up to speed.

RIDE FEEL
After a few rides to bed everything 
in I started attacking familiar dips, 
corners, rock gardens and log piles 
so that I can feel the difference 
between the bikes. On-One’s 29er 
is the first big wheeler that’s 
instantly made me think that 29ers 
could be a big part of the MTB 
future. I was rolling through bumpy 
singletrack as fast and confidently 
as I do on a bouncy fork equipped 26er, 
revelling in the extra momentum and traction. 
I’ve ridden several Gary Fisher 29ers fitted  
with suspension forks and noticed small 
advantages on big trails, but on a rigid fork 
equipped 29er the rolling advantages on 
singletrack start to become really pronounced. 
You use much less body language to roll the 
bike into corners, across rock strewn ground 
and over dips. It’s as though you have much 
softer tyres or an inch of extra suspension. 

Next up, I rode both bikes up a set of 
shallow steps, a regular test procedure for 

tyres and suspension, and the 
best way to really feel the 
most relevant difference in 
wheel size. On a step, or any 
bump, the 29er rolls noticably 
more smoothly than the 26er 
because the step is making 
contact with the tyres on a 
lower part of the wheel 
circumference. The 26er is 
more baulked because the 
step/bump makes tyre contact 
a little higher up. Obviously a 
good suss fork will partially 
overcome this sort of bump 
resistance, as will lifting the 
front wheel, but think about 

this… On long stretches of bumpy ground 
you’ll spend a little less energy lofting the front 
end over bumps on the 29er. It rolls better, so 
speed is easier to maintain. Add the traction 
boost of having more of the treads touching 
the ground, which also allows you to go faster 
into the bends, and it all adds up to an obvious 
momentum advantage. You brake less too.

The fork on the On-One 29er is a significant 
part of the comfort equation too. It’s 20mm 
longer than the 26er fork. Combined with more 
offset, better tyre roll over the bumps, more 
bump dissipation through longer spokes and, 

Some riders will still prefer the 
lower front end on the 26er

The wheelbase on the 26er is the 
same as on the 29er

The BB centre is lower than than 
the wheel centres, helping the
very stable ride feel

The head angle on On-One’s 29er 
is 2 degrees steeper than on the 
26er. 

A fairly radical fork offset makes 
for surprisingly lively steering.

Bigger wheels mens higher 
handlebars.

art - can these captions be 
annotations?

PRICE Bike £499 Frame only £275
CONTACT www.on-one.co.uk
SIZES 18 or 21in (16 and 19in 
available soon)
WEIGHT 26er 23.66lb/29er 24.22lb
FRAME Steel DN6 tubing
FORK Steel Rigid
WHEELS On-One ReetArd rims, 
Inbred hubs
TYRES WTB ExiWolf front, 
NanoRaptor rear 2.1in
CRANKSET Truvativ Stylo  
with bash guard
GEARS One (but ready to  
setup with multiple gears)
BRAKES Avid Vs
HANDLEBAR On-One Fleegle  
or Mary bars
OTHER STUFF One-One stem, 
saddle and seat post

Inbreds 26er + 29er
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STABILITY ISSUES

The much touted stability advantages of 
29ers are partly related to the bigger 

tyre contact patch and better roll-through 
on bumps and dips. What’s harder to 
comprehend is that stability is also 
improved as the wheels lift the chassis 
further off the ground. On the face of it, 
this would appear to suggest less stability, 
but think on… 
      At the same time as lifting the wheel 
axle contact points of the chassis, 29ers 
also place the rider lower down in relation 
to the wheel size. The bottom bracket (BB) 
height is often lower than the wheel axles 
on a 29er. On a 26er with a longish fork the 
BB axle is almost level with the wheel 
axles. With the BB the same distance off 
the ground on both bike types, you can 
see that on a 29er a rider is balanced 
more between the wheels rather than 
level with or above them. In short, a rider’s 
centre of gravity is lower on a 29er, and so 
arguably will be more stable.

So are big wheels best for 
keeping you online off-road?

not to be underestimated, 
a higher handlebar stance, 
you’ll probably fi nd yourself 
feeling unusually happy with 
the rigid fork on the 29er. 
Whereas there’ll be times on the 26er where 
you’ll really wish you had a suspension fork.

Just like On-One main man Brant Richards, I’ve 
never been convinced by the supposed bonuses 
of short chainstays. Tucking the wheel further 
under the saddle might boost rear wheel traction, 
but it also makes the front lift more easily. I like 
the adjustable (up to 17.2in) back 
ends of the On-Ones and the fact 
that the 29er wheelbase is a bit 
shorter than the 26er. The exact 
wheelbase depends on how you 
adjust the sliding dropouts, a neat fi x 
if you’re wavering between a one 
speed or a multi-geared bike, plus a 

gear hanger is included. 
It’ll be interesting to see 
how a proposed 16inch 
frame 29er works. 
There’s a carbon legged 
fork in the pipeline too.

For anyone over 5ft 
10in, and especially for 
those who like the idea 
of a rigid fork, the 29er 
offers a much better 

ride than the 26er. Slower acceleration is a factor 
if you’re following a wheel, but with no one in 
front, you’ll be going through bends faster. On a 
big ride across the Dales I really noticed the 
accumulative effect of the 29er’s easy roll across 
bumps, as well as the extra momentum through 
corners and traction advantages on loose climbs. 

     We’re not knocking the 26er in 
any way. We just think the 29er is 
a better bet for taller riders, and you 
simply ride with more even 
momentum and rhythm. And in 
short, the 29er has offered more fun, 
more ride satisfaction than I’ve had 
from a £500 bike for a long time. 

sort out award 
please

 WMB VERDICT

Ideal for taller riders, the 
Inbred 29er is probably 
the most fun you can 
have on a £500 bike
PERFORMANCE  9
VALUE  10

CARVER 96ER
£865 Mix ’n’ match wheels
promise best of both worlds 

East Coast New England based Carver Bikes 
has been building an enviable reputation 

with its 96ers (29in front wheel, 26in rear, 29/26, 
9/6, see?). The frames are built in the Far 
East and you can buy them naked or, 
as with our test bike, tricked out 
and ready to roll. Prices kick off at 
$400 (£230) for a frame, $1000 
(£575) for a complete one speed or $1200 (£690) 
for a 27spd version. Carver’s currently looking 
for a UK distributor.

Our $1500 (£865) test bike was a one off, with 
Stan’s superlight Olympic tubeless rims, 
Salsa’s seat post, Scandium stem and 26in ▼

Rigid forks wrapped 
around 29in wheels are 
surprisingly supple and 
forgiving on the trail

No, it’s not your eyes, 
the front wheel really is 
bigger: 29in at the front 

for rolling corners, 26in at 
the rear for acceleration



Ridgeback, and other brands, has been 
selling big wheel (700c) hybrids for ages. 

The difference now is there’s a good choice 
of big wheel suspension forks and tyres.

Ridgeback is offering three models in its 
Dual Track range. There’s the £369 Advance, 
a £799 hydraulic brake equipped Pursuit and 
this one, the £550 Quest. They all get seat-
high stems, although you can do what I did 
and fl ip the stem the other way up for a 
more effi cient pull on the bar and a position 
that lets you make full use of the Manitou 
Empire Elite fork. The Empire is a fork 
intended for hybrids rather than full-blown 
MTBs but I was surprised to fi nd its 75mm of 
travel does a fair job of taming the bumps 
and a lockout switch will be welcomed by 
those who end up using this as a town bike 
rather than an off-road tear about. 

Given that the Quest is designed as a 
multi purpose rig, I’m surprised it doesn’t 
have rack and mudguard eyelets on the 
stays: a rack plus skinnier 700/29er tyres 
could otherwise convert the Quest into a 
great load carrier. Still, I like the way the 

wheels come with Shimano’s disc brake 
ready hubs and the wide-spaced 27 speed 
Deore gears stress a go anywhere potential 
that had me  conquering climbs that I’d 
normally avoid on a bike like this. As with 
most £550 MTBs, the Quest’s 30lb weight 
can be a burden. I could feel the slight rolling 
advantage of the 29in wheels though, and 
not only when the going got rough. Bigger 
wheels with fast rolling Continental Vapor 
2.1in tyres always made sense around town 
and the choice of bigger grippier tyres have 
allowed Ridgeback to develop a bike that 
feels comfy on lumpy trails without losing its 
road-happy advantage. Disadvantages? The 
11.25in BB height is too low for seriously 
bumpy twisty trails and most riders felt that 
the headset/stem were too high. Overall it’s 
a solid hybrid, 
and for many 
riders, the ideal 
bike for casual 
town, canal path 
and occasional 
MTB work. 

RIDGEBACK DUAL TRACK QUEST
£550 Big UK brand commits to big wheelers

ON TEST: UK HYBRID 29er
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26in Vs 29in

 WMB VERDICT

A good value town 
and country all rounder: 
a ‘hybrid’ if you like
PERFORMANCE  7
VALUE  8

carbon bar, a WTB Ti railed saddle, Race Face 
Evolve XC cranks, Pace RC29 carbon 
legged fork, Chris King headset and a 
White Industries freewheel. The all-in 
weight was a sprightly 21.5lb. 

RIDE FEEL
Not surprisingly, a 21.5lb bike feels 
fast, especially when kicking out of 
corners and up hills. Carver says that 
a 29in front wheel and 26in rear is the 
best of both worlds: rapid acceleration 
as well as smooth rolling through 
bumps. The theory’s good, but in 
practice I noticed as soon as I hit the 
trails that the 26in rear wheel on the 
Carver doesn’t roll across bumps 
quite as easily as both 29in wheels on 
the On-One. There’ll be many riders 
who’ll value the extra acceleration kick, but roll-
through is compromised, an issue if you’re using 
rigid forks rather than suspension forks. A 
suspension seat post made a big difference in 
terms of back end roll-through, but I still ended 
up wishing the Carver was 29in front and rear. 

FEATURES
There are many features on the Carver that 
all of our test riders really liked. As with the On-

Ones, it has frame fi xtures that enable you to use 
it for any sort of single speed or geared set-up. 
The eccentric alu bottom bracket shell allows you 
to fi nd ideal chain length for running a single gear, 
or a hub gear, or to slightly alter the BB height 
and seat angle, and it keeps the dropouts fuss-
free. We like the low top tube too, and we’ve 
rarely seen a brand with so many sizes available. 
An XXL size offers a 25.2in top tube and a 44.75in 
wheelbase, emphasising the advantages of the 

29er approach for tall riders. Carver even does a 
12in framed Carver Mini, designed for a 24in rear 
wheel, 26in front (I was so impressed I bought 
one for my daughter!).

The Carver feels nimble on the trail, but then 
so do most 21lb bikes. 
The Pace 29er fork 
combines well with 
the 29in wheel to offer 
a planted and comfy 
ride that makes rough 
trails manageable 
without suspension.

 WMB VERDICT

Great niche brand that’ll 
gain a following, but 
we’d still prefer a 29in 
rear wheel too
PERFORMANCE  9
VALUE  8

PRICE Bike £865 Frame only  £230
CONTACT www.carverbikes.com
SIZES XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL
WEIGHT 21.5lb (without pedals)
FRAME Triple Butted Aluminium
FORK Pace Carbon RC29in
WHEELS Surly SS disc hubs, Stan’s 
ZTR Olympic rims
TYRES WTB ExiWolf 2.1in
CRANKSET Race Face Evolve XC 
with bash guard
GEARS One (but ready to set up 
with multiple gears)
BRAKES Avid Cable Pull Disc
HANDLEBAR Salsa Pro Moto 
26in wide flat carbon bar
OTHER STUFF Salsa Scandium 
stem, Chris King headset, Salsa 
seat post, WTB Ti railed saddle

Carver 96er

PRICE Bike £550
CONTACT www.ridgebackbikes.co.uk
SIZES S, M, L (19in)
WEIGHT 29.8lb
FRAME 6061 Double Butted 
Aluminium
FORK Manitou Empire Elite
WHEELS Shimano disc-ready hubs, 
Alex DH19 rims
TYRES Continental Vapor 29x2.1in
CRANKSET Shimano Octalink triple
GEARS Shimano Deore with 
combi-shifters
BRAKES Shimano Deore V
HANDLEBAR Ridgeback 24in
OTHER STUFF Ridgeback stem, 
saddle, seat post

Ridgeback Quest

What a carve 
up: lightweight 
spec brings all 
up weight to a 
svelte 21.5lb

The 29in wheelset lends 
itself to the high rolling 
ride of town-friendly Quest


